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Abstract

Most text processing systems need to
compare lexical units – words, entities,
semantic concepts – with each other as
a basic processing step within large and
complex systems. A significant amount
of research has taken place in formu-
lating and evaluating multiple similar-
ity metrics, primarily between words.
Often, such techniques are resource-
intensive or are applicable only to spe-
cific use cases. In this technical re-
port, we summarize some of our re-
search work in finding robust, light-
weight approaches to compute similar-
ity between two spans of text. We
describe two new measures to com-
pute similarity, WNSim for word similar-
ity, and NESim for named entity sim-
ilarity, which in our experience have
been more useful than more standard
similarity metrics. We also present a
technique, Lexical Level Matching

(LLM), to combine such token-level
similarity measures to compute phrase-
and sentence-level similarity scores.
We have found LLM to be useful in a
number of NLP applications; it is easy
to compute, and surprisingly robust to
noise.

1 Introduction

Many text understanding applications need to
compute similarity between short documents
or text snippets as one of their fundamental
operations. For instance, in document summa-
rization tasks, there is a need to identify and

remove duplicate text snippets so as to max-
imize the diversity of information in a sum-
mary. Similarly, computing semantic similar-
ity between snippets is essential in evaluating
automated paraphrasing techniques (Kauchak
and Barzilay, 2006; Connor and Roth, 2007).
In textual entailment tasks, there is a need to
decide if two sentences refer to the same con-
cepts, even though they may be using different
words to express them. Large news aggrega-
tors need to identify similar news reports so
that they can cluster or remove duplicate news
articles received from various news agencies.

In order to improve the accuracy of com-
puting the similarity of short text segments,
we must consider semantic relations between
words so that we do not solely rely on exact
matching of words. Indeed, words are not mu-
tually independent, but to human readers have
certain similarity with other words: very high
for synonyms and other replaceable words, and
quite low for unrelated words. A number of re-
searchers have tried to design a similarity met-
ric that captures this human intuition (Ped-
ersen et al., 2004). However, words them-
selves are not the only basic units in language.
A sequence of words may form named enti-
ties, phrasal verbs, or multi-word expressions,
which have a distinct meaning of their own be-
yond the meanings of their component words.
These units require their own similarity met-
rics, comparable to the word-similarity met-
rics, and convey significant information that
must be used when finding similar documents
or computing similarity between a pair of doc-
uments.

In this technical report, we propose two new
metrics to compute similarity between sen-



tence constituents. The first metric, WNSim,
is a word and multi-word expression similar-
ity metric based on the WordNet hierarchy. It
uses the links between words and synsets in
WordNet across part-of-speech hierarchies to
compute the similarity measure. The second
metric, NESim, is a rule-based similarity met-
ric between named entities that can optionally
consider the type of named entities when com-
puting the similarity score. In section 2.3, we
present a simple yet robust technique called
Lexical Level Matching (LLM) to combine
such token-level similarity measures to com-
pute sentence-level similarity. We claim that
LLM is a robust measure of lexical similarity
and can act as a baseline in many NLP tasks
such as Textual Entailment and Paraphrasing.
We present empirical evidence to support this
claim in Sec. 3.

2 Proposed Similarity Measures

Semantic similarity between words has been
studied extensively. One of the most in-
fluential works has been in building Word-
Net (Fellbaum, 1998). WordNet organizes
words into synsets that are further linked to
other synsets using hypernymy, meronymy,
and other linguistic relations. There have been
many similarity metrics proposed using the hi-
erarchical structure of WordNet, especially for
nouns (Pedersen et al., 2004).

2.1 WNSim measure for words and

multi-words

We formulate a similarity measure, WNSim,
over the WordNet hierarchy to compute sim-
ilarity between words. For two words w1 and
w2 in the WordNet hierarchy, WNSim finds the
closest common ancestor of the words, some-
times referred to as least common subsumer

(lcs). The similarity is then defined based on
the distance of the words from the lcs, as fol-
lows:

WNSim(w1, w2) =






θ`1+`2 if `1 + `2 ≤ k

θk if `1 + `2 ≤ α× depth of lcs(w1, w2)
0 otherwise

This measure captures the key concepts of
hierarchical similarity used in other WordNet-
based similarity measures. It has 3 param-
eters: θ, k, and α. In the experiments, we

empirically set them as θ = 0.3, k = 3, and
α = 0.667, after manually searching over vari-
ous values for these parameters.

The words are first converted to the same
part-of-speech, by finding the base verb or
noun form of the word, if available, before
the appropriate WordNet hierarchy is consid-
ered. To compute the least common sub-
sumer, we consider the synonymy-antonymy,
hypernymy-hyponymy, and meronymy rela-
tions. If the path from the lcs to one of the
words contains an antonymy relation, we re-
duce the similarity value by half and negate
the score. Hence, under this scheme, syn-
onyms get a score of 1.0 and antonyms get a
similarity value of −0.5. Further, we compare
the determiners and prepositions separately –
if two words are determiners or prepositions,
they get a similarity score of 0.5. Hence,
this similarity measure gives a score in [−1, 1]
range. (The motivation here is to discount dif-
ferences between words that tend to have lit-
tle influence on overall similarity judgements
– different prepositions, for example, may take
on similar meanings based on context).

2.2 NESim measure for named entities

As with words, named entities need to be com-
pared in a variety of NLP tasks, such as en-
tity/schema matching and named co-reference
discovery. For example, in the schema match-
ing task, it is important to know that George

Bush is the same as Bush, George or that
Mr. Smith is different from Mrs. Smith. Sev-
eral named entity metrics were developed in-
corporating inputs from statistical methods,
databases, or artificial intelligence (Cohen et
al., 2003). However, most of the existing ap-
proaches are limited in two aspects: (1) they
do not take advantage of the named entity
types when computing the similarity, and (2)
they do not consider the semantics of the to-
kens in named entities.

We have found that the types and the se-
mantics of the tokens in named entities play
important roles in named entity metrics. For
example, George Washington and Washington

are similar if we know that they are two person
names, but different if they are two locations,
and more obviously, they are different if one
refers to a location and the other refers to a
person. Similarly, it would be simple to com-



String 1 Type String 2 Type JRWK NESim

Joan Smith PER John Smith PER 0.946 0.0
George Bush - Bush, George - 0.0 1.0
Shiite ORG Shi’ite ORG 0.922 0.922
United States LOC US LOC 0.746 1.0
Paris - France - 0.411 0.411
Wilbur T. Gobsmack PER Mr. Gobsmack PER 0.78 0.95
National Science Foundation ORG NSF ORG 0.62 1.0

Table 1: Similarity scores for different input combinations, using Jaro-Winkler (JRWK) and
NESim measures. NESim also works when the entity type is absent, as shown by examples with
entity type marked as “-”.

pare these two names if we know that George

is the first name and Washington is the last
name. To address these two limitations, we
incorporate the two main improvements spec-
ified below.

1. Leveraging the types of named entities

in measuring their similarity. Named entity
types are given by many named entity recogni-
tion packages. Standard types include person,
location, and organization. If two names have
different types, they should not be considered
as similar. Therefore, our similarity compu-
tation depends on the named entity types. If
two names are labeled as persons, they will
be compared based on their identified first
names, last names, and if available, their mid-
dle names. We also consider replacing nick-
names with their original names in order to
improve the coverage of our metric (e.g. Bob
and Robert). Honorifics are also separated and
identified, so that gender based comparison
can be made. If two names are locations, the
metric considers several standard ways of ex-
pressing locations, such as using abbreviations
(e.g. IL for Illinois, or VN and VNM for Vietnam)
and using a country-language look-up table
(e.g. Russia and Russian.) For organizations,
our metric is able to capture acronyms which
are often used when an organization name is
mentioned many times (e.g. NATO for North
Atlantic Treaty Organization). If the type is
not known, the metric tries the three types
one-by-one, and returns the highest score.

2. Parsing the input names to identify the
semantics of each token in the names. This is
required especially for person names. In order
to compare first names, last names, and mid-
dle names of persons, the metric parses the in-

put names into fields and compares them sep-
arately. Person names are parsed using com-
mon cues in name format, such as names with
or without commas (for first and last names),
names with or without abbreviation (for first
and middle names), etc. The metric’s parser
also identifies organization acronyms by com-
bining the initial letters of name tokens. It
is worth noting that there are several cases
where this heuristic is not sufficient to form
an acronym (e.g. AIRTC stands for Air Train-
ing Corps). The parser deals with this phe-
nomenon by simply trying several combina-
tions of the name tokens’ first letters.

As a final back-off step, our metric uses
edit distance metrics (viz. the one proposed
by (Cohen et al., 2003)) to measure the sim-
ilarity between named entities if none of the
above conditions is matched.

Table 1 shows some similarity scores of
the input names given by a metric using
Jaro-Winkler distance (JRWK) ((Cohen et al.,
2003)) and our method, NESim.

2.3 Computing sentence similarity

using term-similarity metrics

The similarity between two sentences is com-
puted based on the individual term-similarity
as follows: First, both sentences are tokenized
to find all semantic units, viz. named enti-
ties, phrasal verbs, multi-word expressions,
and words. Then, the similarity metrics are
applied based on the type of semantic units
to match the units from one sentence to the
most similar unit from the other sentence. At
the end of this step, all semantic units map
to their best counterparts from the other sen-
tence. Finally, the sentence-level similarity



Particulars MSR PP RTE3

Number of sentence pairs 5801 1600
Number of positive pairs 3900 (67.2%) 822 (51.4%)
Number of negative pairs 1901 (32.8%) 778 (48.6%)
Training set 4077 (70.3%) 800 (50.0%)
Test set 1724 (29.7%) 800 (50.0%)
Number of unique words 11373 7248
Average length of sentences (in words) 13 14

Table 2: Dataset Characteristics

score is computed as the sum of the similar-
ity scores of the matching pairs, normalized
by the number of units matched. We refer to
this measure as the Lexical Level Matching

(LLM) score. For two sentences s1 and s2, such
that |s1| ≥ |s2|,

LLM(s1, s2) =

∑

v∈s2
maxu∈s1 sim(u, v)

|s2|

where sim(u, v) is one of the similarity metrics
defined over semantic units u and v.

3 Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed metrics, we com-
pute LLM scores in three settings: using exact
word matching (LLM Exact); using WNSim and
named entity similarity together (LLM WNSim);
and using WUP and named entity similarity
metric together (LLM WUP). WUP is a hierar-
chical metric defined by (Wu and Palmer,
1994) and is made available as a word simi-
larity metric over the WordNet hierarchy in
WordNet::Similarity package (Pedersen et al.,
2004).

3.1 Baseline measures for snippet

similarity

To compare our approach with other similarity
metrics defined over text snippets, we follow
the analysis in (Achananuparp et al., 2008).
We choose TF-IDF and Word Ordering mea-
sures as our baseline metrics for the analysis.

TF-IDF Instead of assigning a uniform
weight, each word is assigned a weight equal to
its inverse document frequency (idf ). Such a
measure gives higher importance to rare con-
tent words than to frequent function words
(stopwords). The IDF for a term t depends in-
versely on the number of documents in which

t occurs (df(t)) in a corpus C of size N = |C|.
In our experiments, we use the standard IDF
formulation:

idfC(t) = log
N + 1

df(t)

The TF-IDF similarity of two snippets is com-
puted as the product of term frequency (tf )
and its idf, summed over all words common to
the two snippets, and normalized by the norm
of idf weights for individual snippets.

Word Ordering This measure gives impor-
tance to the order in which words appear in
a snippet. The order information may be im-
portant, especially in paraphrasing and tex-
tual entailment tasks, since the subject and
agent of an action need to be the same in both
sentences. The WordOrder similarity measure
is computed as

order(s1, s2) = 1−
||r1 − r2||

||r1 + r2||

where r1, r2 are word order vectors: each word
in vector ri has a weight corresponding to its
position in the sentence si.

We evaluate the measures for two tasks.
The first is to recognize paraphrases, and we
show the results over the the MSR Paraphrase
Corpus (Dolan et al., 2004). Secondly, we ad-
dress the task of recognizing textual entail-
ment using only lexical resources and show the
results over PASCAL RTE3 Corpus (Dagan
et al., 2006). These corpora have been used
previously to evaluate sentence semantic mea-
sures (Achananuparp et al., 2008). The char-
acteristics of the datasets used in the evalua-
tion is given in Table 2.

3.2 Detecting Paraphrases

We compute the snippet similarity for all 5801
pairs of the MSR Paraphrase corpus, using



Metric Accu Prec Rec F1

TF-IDF 0.686 0.696 0.948 0.803
WordOrder 0.705 0.730 0.891 0.802
LLM Exact 0.710 0.723 0.923 0.811
LLM WNSim 0.711 0.748 0.861 0.800
LLM WUP 0.708 0.729 0.897 0.805

Table 3: Performance of the metrics in detect-
ing paraphrases

the different measures defined in Sec. 2 and
Sec. 3.1. After finding the similarity scores
using the similarity metrics, we rank the doc-
uments on the similarity score and choose a
threshold that maximizes the accuracy over
the training data. We report the accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1 scores over the com-
plete dataset. Accuracy measures the fraction
of all instances that were labeled correctly, in-
cluding both positive and negative instances.
Precision measures the fraction of positively
labeled instances that were correctly labeled,
and Recall measures the fraction of positive
instances that were correctly labeled. F1 is
the harmonic mean of the precision and recall
values.

In this evaluation, Accuracy is the more ap-
propriate measure, since it is important to rec-
ognize both positive and negative instances
correctly.

The performance of the similarity metrics
in classifying a sentence pair as paraphrases
is summarized in Table 3. We see that LLM

WNSim is the best measure among the semantic
metrics. For this dataset, however, LLM Exact

gave the best F1 score.

3.3 Recognizing textual entailment

We compute the similarity metric over all 1600
pairs of the RTE3 corpus and follow similar
evaluation strategy to the one described in
Sec. 3.2. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 4. We see that LLM WNSim outperforms all
other semantic metrics.

It must be pointed out that the evaluation
uses only the semantic similarity score to clas-
sify a pair as being entailed or not. Many
researchers have shown better performance
scores for the task using additional knowledge
sources. Our comparison is primarily to vali-
date the understanding that snippet similarity

Metric Accu Prec Rec F1

TF-IDF 0.568 0.571 0.645 0.605
WordOrder 0.535 0.536 0.713 0.612
LLM Exact 0.645 0.620 0.797 0.698
LLM WNSim 0.651 0.619 0.833 0.711
LLM WUP 0.644 0.634 0.725 0.697

Table 4: Performance of the metrics in recog-
nizing textual entailment over RTE3 dataset.

is an important component in this task and, by
itself, can perform fairly well (Roth and Sam-
mons, 2007).

4 Conclusion

In this report, we propose lexical and rule-
based measures, WNSim and NESim, to com-
pute similarity between words and named en-
tities, respectively. We demonstrate a robust
technique, called Lexical Level Matching

(LLM), to combine similarity scores between
lexical tokens to compute a sentence-level sim-
ilarity score. We demonstrate the use of LLM
to get competitive performance in recognizing
textual entailment, and propose this as a ro-
bust baseline for the task.
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